Real Time Object Detection and Localization Using Deep Learning and OpenCV
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Abstract: Deep Learning is a subset of Machine Learning. It teaches computer to learn how to predict and classify information, that may be images, text, audio etc. Deep Learning becomes more popular from the past few years in image classification tasks. Real time object detection and tracking is becoming simple by using deep learning. There are many deep learning algorithms for object detection there are CNN, R-CNN, fast R-CNN Faster R-CNN, SSD, YOLO. In our project we are using combination of SSD and MobileNet because it gives more performance, accuracy, speed compared to the other algorithms. The main objective of our project is to guide the visually impaired people by telling the what are the objects present and alerts the person when there are vehicles around them.
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1. Introduction

A few years ago, the creation of software and hardware image processing system was mainly limited to development of user interface. Image processing is used in various applications like face recognition, analyzing medical images, road signs counting people etc.

Object recognition is to describe a collection of computer vision tasks that involve activities like identifying objects in images. Image classification involves activities such as predicting the class of one object in image. Object localization is referring to identifying the location of one or more objects in an image and drawing bounding box around their extent. Object detection is estimating the class and location of objects in an image.

Human brain very powerful it recognizes multiple objects in an image within in second without any processing. But it is difficult to the machine to recognize the objects in an image without any training. The first step of image processing is, how to represent the image for understanding to the machine. For that we need to arrange a pixel of image in network that process is Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

There are 3 basic components needed for convolutional neural network.

1. Convolutional Layer
2. Pooling Layer
3. Output Layer

A. Convolutional layer

In this layer we perform convolution to the input image and filter/kernel. Input size may be 5x5 or 6x6 and so on and kernel size may be 2x2 or 3x3 and so on. After convolution of the input image pixel values and coefficients of kernel gives a feature map.

B. Pooling Layer

In this layer the size of feature map is reduced by performing max pooling or average pooling and so on. Now we perform max pooling on feature map is shown in fig below.

C. Output Layer

After multiple layers of convolution and padding, we would need the output in the form of class. The convolution and pooling layers are able to extract features and reduce the number of parameters in original image. For getting the output we need to apply fully connected layers to generate output equal to the number of classes we need.
Initially the input image is processed through the convolution block, which performs multiplication of input pixel values with the corresponding coefficients of the kernel and aggregate of that matrix gives corresponding output value in feature map.

The obtained feature map is given to the non-linearity circuit if there are any negative values in that map, they get replaced with zero by using ReLU function and obtained feature map becomes linearly separable.

At pooling layer, the size of the feature map gets reduced based on the stride value.

All the above four processes are repeated until the features of the image are fully extracted.

The objects in the image are classified in the fully connected layers.

There are many algorithms in deep learning object detection among those we are using Single Shot Multibox Detector, because it gives more performance, accuracy, it gives output within seconds in real time applications.

For running these algorithms, we are using tensor flow framework which is artificial intelligence library it uses model flow graphs to build models. It allows developers to create large scale neural network with many layers and OpenCV python library which is used to solve computer vision problems and it supports many programming languages.

A. **Single Shot MultiBox Detector**

The performance of object detection in SSD scores over 74% mAP at 59 frames per second on standard dataset such as coco etc. Single Shot means object localization and classification are done in single forward pass of the network; the network simply “looks” once at the image. Detector is an object detector that classifies the detected objects. The SSD approach is based on a feed-forward convolution network that produces a fixed size collection of bounding boxes and scores for the presence of object class instances in those boxes, followed by a non-maximum suppression step to produce the final detections.

SSD starts from core network, it is pre-trained on a large data set, such as ImageNet, which allows it to learn a rich set of different features. The core network is used to transfer training, spread the input image to a predetermined layer, obtain an object map, and then move this map forward to the object detection layers.

B. **MobileNet**

There are so many base layers like VGG or ResNet architecture, MobileNet architecture. but in those we are using MobileNet, because it is fastest and it gives more accuracy. MobileNetV1 is an architecture from google, which is known primarily for its smaller set of parameters and less network complexity, achieved by fewer addition and multiplication operations. MobileNet is a convolutional neural network architecture that applied on devices with limited computing power.

3. **Architecture of MobileNet-SSD**

SSD object detection composes of 2 parts:
1. Extract feature maps
2. Apply Convolution filters to detect objects

In MobileNet-SSD architecture, we use MobileNet until conv_6 and then it consists additionally 6 auxiliary convolutional layers. In MobileNet it performs depth wise convolution followed by point wise convolution compared to standard convolution it multiplications are very less.

Depth wise convolution is the channel wise DK x DK spatial convolution. Point wise convolution actually is a 1 x 1 convolution to change the dimensions.

After performing depth separable convolution, we extracted feature maps. Those feature maps are given to the convolution filters to compute both location and class scores. For each cell it makes 4 object predictions. Each prediction composes of a boundary box and 21 scores for each class and we pick highest score as the class for bounded object. Conv4_3 makes a total a
total of 38 x 38 x 4 predictions. Many predictions contain no object. SSD reserves a class “0” to indicate it has no objects.

SSD predictions are classified as positive matches or negative matches. SSD only uses positive matches in calculating the localization cost. If corresponding default boundary box has an IoU greater than 0.5 with ground truth, the match is positive. Otherwise, it is negative. IoU is intersection over the union it is ratio between the intersected area over the joined area for two regions.

In above fig there is only default box 1 and 2 have an IoU greater 0.5 with ground truth box above (blue box). So only box 1 and 2 are positive matches. Once we identify the positive matches, we use the corresponding predicted boundary boxes to calculate cost.

4. Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS)

Large number of boxes are generated during a forward pass of SSD at inference time, it is essential to prune most of bounding box by applying a technique known as non-maximum suppression: boxes with a confidence loss threshold less than ct (e.g. 0.01) and IoU less than it (e.g. 0.30) are discarded and only top N predictions are kept. This ensures only most likely predictions are retained by the network, while the noisier ones are removed.

Initially it captures a video by using webcam and by executing the python program which is trained by using combination of SSD and MobileNet on standard dataset coco under the environment of OpenCV and TensorFlow, we got objects present in video with labels and scores and bounding boxes surrounding the corresponding objects.

5. Results

The above figure shows real time object detection chairs, cell phone, bottle, laptop with confidence levels of 51%, 69%, 76%, 55%, 64% respectively. The model was trained to detect object class like car, truck, dog, cat, horse, book, bottle, laptop, bicycle, clock etc.
6. Conclusion

In this paper we detect objects and classify the objects by using combination of SSD and MobileNet accurately within seconds in real time object detection, but also it gives alerts message if there are any vehicles around them. Mainly it is very helpful for the visually impaired for detecting the objects around them and for their navigational purposes. It is also used in military applications, medical field, security surveillance, vehicle driver assistance etc.
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